
THE BELL AND PONTIAC’S MURDER

Much of Cahokia today consists of a 20th century vernacular landscape, one that belies its early French colo-
nial urbanism based on a typical orthogonal grid. Cahokia sprawls across mostly flat land, with ranch houses, 
parking lots and retail buildings dodging occasional creeks, channels and green spaces. Camp Jackson Road 
remains the central commercial thoroughfare, with its roadscapes fully linear and fully in the mode of retail 
strip. Nothing in the built environment divulges that Cahokia in fact is Illinois’ oldest town.

Among the big boxes, gas stations and strip malls of the road stands a small studio and art space called “The 
Bell.” Presented by Bortolami Gallery and organized by Los Angeles-based artist Eric Wesley, The Bell is one 
of the American Bottom’s oddest adaptive reuses. The Bell also conjures a morass of conflicting American 
modes of cultural identification. This Mission Revival structure, built in 1980, invokes traditions of Mexican 
food, Spanish colonialism and white American fast food culture – in the middle of a town founded by French 
colonists and named for a Mississippian settlement.

That the Taco Bell, a sturdy building rendered in concrete block made as brick and clay tile, opens into the 
confusion of European settlement of North America is clear. The symbolic mundane, however, is also ap-
parent. Taco Bell is a ubiquitous signifier, and without a clever reuse such as an art gallery, almost signifies 
nothing in roadside America. Of course, the original Taco Bell in Downey, California, built on 1962 and the ar-
chitectural prototype upon which the three-arch and belfry-carrying Cahokia building is based, became the 
subject of an intense historic preservation campaign last year. The image of the Taco Bell of 1962 was legible 
cultural heritage – so too may the 1980 building, as it embodies the chain’s early expansion. (Ironically, the 
first restaurant closed around the time that the Cahokia branch opened.) 

Somewhere to the east of The Bell, the great American warrior Chief Pontiac met his demise. There is no 
tension to note between the two sites, except for the anxiety that quietly obscure, taken-for-granted generic 
American landscapes may induce. Something is always silent that would shatter the calm. The geographic 
locus of Pontiac’s demise is not specific, but its enunciation speaks to the racial strife that continues to define 
North American partitioning. Pontiac died in Cahokia because the French of the town, founded after the 
establishment of a mission in 1696, recognized First Americans as equals. Yet the circumstances of Pontiac’s 
death invoke hostility between the British and native tribes that foreshadowed later American tribal expul-
sion. Cahokia stands as a site of rare continental consilience between First Americans and Europeans.

Allen, Michael R., “Intangible Heritage of the American Bottom,” Charting the American Bottom, 
http://hanahan.works/AmBot/CurrentBuild/itineraryAllen.html



Pontiac had risen to chief of the Ottawa by 1755 and later chief of the Council of Three Tribes, consisting 
of the Ottawa, Potawotami and Ojibwa. Pontiac led a campaign to expel the British from tribal lands, while 
providing support to French settlement. In 1763, Pontiac led a successful series of battles against the British 
around Fort Detroit, but never captured the fort itself. As Pontiac retreated to the Illinois territory, the French 
ended up shifting political alliances to the British in 1764. Loss of French support and erosion of tribal soli-
darity would throw Pontiac into exilic inhabitance of the American Bottom.

In July 1766, Pontiac signed a peace treaty at Fort de Chartres that bred resentment among Ottawa that he 
had overused his authority. While Pontiac’s relationships with tribespeople became fraught, and his power 
declined, his bonhomie with French colonists remained strong. Pontiac relocated to Cahokia, and engaged 
in organizing against British occupation of Illinois and the St. Louis area. French army Captain Louis St. Ange 
de Bellerive, whose own whereabouts and authority were challenged by the British conquest of Illinois in 
1765 and the Spanish takeover of St. Louis in 1766, sympathized with his friend Pontiac.

St. Ange de Bellerive warned Pontiac of a potential assassination, but reportedly met the rebuke from Pon-
tiac: “Captain, I am a man. I know how to fight.” On April 20, 1769 a member of the Kaskaskia tribe murdered 
Pontiac after the chief had been drinking in a tavern. Pontiac’s body was buried in St. Louis, near Fourth and 
Walnut streets downtown. Today, the sites of both Pontiac’s murder and burial are unmarked, erased places. 
Cahokia itself is not even the same place as when Pontiac fell; the village declined toward the nineteenth 
century and many early buildings were lost. Flooding hastened decline, while railroads tamped any resur-
gence. In 1814, St. Clair County moved its seat to Belleville, leaving Cahokia as one of Illinois’ many disem-
powered seats of territorial statecraft.

The Bell may be the prototype for the architectural symbols of the American Bottom: commonplace at first 
glance, seeming to belong to a generic American vernacular, signifiers that seem tautological in the pres-
ence of meaning. Yet The Bell is situated in a suburban landscape yet fully surveyed, whose cultural patterns 
and meanings are quiet perhaps only because they lack the robust historic inquiry that old Cahokia has re-
ceived. The Bell also is a marker pointing elsewhere, because it is so generic. The visitor seeking meaning al-
ways already looks elsewhere when faced with such a building, so it points to relational geographic meaning 
that eventually may unlock its own presence. At the least, The Bell raises the consciousness needed to “find” 
Pontiac’s death site. A landscape of demystified objects tells no real story of the American Bottom, because 
the American Bottom is inherently mystified and defined by the lack (not abundance) of such objects.



 Moffitt, Evan. “It’s A Wrap”, Frieze, March, 2017 (No. 185, p. 28). [print] [ill.] 



Eric Wesley’s “Improbability of Intentionally Creating Shock, Part II” (2011) is 
a big, double “exaggerated rubber band” (as the gallery describes it), attached 
on one end to the far wall of the capacious front gallery and on the other to a 
chrome-and-steel square “wheel.” When a motor cranks the wheel, the band is 
tightened and static electricity builds up. Touch a connected metal ball mount-
ed in the reception area of the gallery, and you get a little shock. “Shocking 
art”—get it? The joke would come off better if the piece weren’t so slick. But 
“Improbability” sure is nice to look at.

As is “Real Time Europe Room (early Dawn)” (2011), a smaller work in the 
back gallery. It’s a tabletop relief map housed in a dark, temporary plywood 
room and lighted from above to replicate what the European Union countries 
look like from a satellite at the moment you’re viewing Mr. Wesley’s piece; 3 
p.m. in the gallery, for instance, will get you 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. across the At-
lantic. Good, clean, science-fair fun. But outside the room, Mr. Wesley has in-
stalled on the walls some more relief maps of the Continent. One is “Flat Black 
Europe (Original Art)” (2011), with the support structure and errant strokes of 
black paint in plain sight. It’s a nice, rough painting. But why does he put such 
a thing with such a title in the show, if not as an aesthetic hedge?

Bortolami Gallery
520 W. 20th St., (212) 727-2050
Through Feb. 25

Shock, Light Therapy With Life Thrown In
NY CULTURE / FEBRUARY 4, 2012
By Peter Plagens
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ERIC WESLEY Daily Progress Status Reports
by Lucy Li
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It is common for workers to embellish their to-do lists out of boredom, but creating tromp-
l’oeil, four feet tall, meticulously polished replicas of sheets of doodles takes a more worrying 
level of ennui. Eric Wesley’s new work is comprised of a suite of aluminum surfaces slapped 
against raw stretched linen, each presenting a reincarnated page of a routine “Daily Progress 
Status Report” (DPS), a standard form used to track one’s 
activity and goals throughout the work day. Each page 
requires a date, reference number, and a list of assignments 
with a column of accompanying boxes to check off once 
complete. For the most part, these paintings shrug and say, “I 
didn’t do sh*t today.”

Wesley’s exhibition at Bortolami buzzes with inactivity. 
To create these works, the artist completes a DPS before 
placing it over a light table, and subsequently recreates 
it with insouciant frankness using a variety of painting 
techniques on aluminum. Some paintings are green because 
in California (where Wesley is based) boxes of recycled paper 
always come with a few green pieces—a pastel, practical 
shade to conceal impurities. The resulting aluminum sheets are 
impressively paper-like, almost as if they are flat sculptures 
buoyed by the linen blocks underneath to become paintings.

While they are rooted in the aftermath of lethargy, all 20 
works on view boast purposeful and engaging compositions, 
and emulate the relaxed focus of a cellphone vibrating from 
some unimportant call. On good days the progress report 
lists a solid set of activities—“clean backyard,” “assemble 
DVDs,” “work on mailing list”—some even have a box 
checked off (“lunch”). Most pages, however, look as if they 
were directly dipped into Wesley’s day and rubbed against 
every surface and movement to collect oil paint stains, dirt 
smudges, juice spills, musings like “experiment with gravity,” 
fruit stickers, and origami ridges as testimony for activity.

Eric Wesley, “DPS #20 (Power Blob),” 2014. 
Acrylic on aluminum on linen, 48 × 37 in. Cour-
tesy of the artist and Bortolami Gallery. Photo: 
Josh White.

Eric Wesley, “DPS #6 (Bank, Lunch, Pu),” 2014. 
Acrylic on aluminum on linen, 48 × 37 ̋. Cour-
tesy of the artist and Bortolami Gallery. Photo: 
Josh White.



On particularly low-wattage days when nothing gets done, he paints the blank side of the 
report and describes the texture of the cheap, thin recycled paper’s pulp with an Impressionistic 
airiness, like in “DPS #3 (Ether)” (2014). One mesmerizing page called “DPS #12 (Who’s Afraid 
of Bleach)” (2014) shows a green sheet suffering a serene chemical burn which blossoms into 
a beautifully feathered white half. Another moment, “DPS #26” (2014), is simply a blank-side-
up piece of paper resting in a slight arch after spending a day folded down the center, slightly 
worse for wear.

These cheeky works pose penetrating questions about the politics of artistic productivity. 
Cascading uniformly down the gallery’s walls, these precisely marked progress report templates 
almost look like chemistry beakers ready to evaluate the volume of their contents, or prison 
mug shots with rulers that indicate height. These progress reports would be fantastically 
effective if only artistic production was a Newtonian-mechanical undertaking with sensible 
units of measurements. In “DPS #20 (Power Blob)” (2014), after a field of various applications 
of numbers—“TI 3072,” “6’ Folding Table,” “626 345 0693”—Wesley attempts an equation of 
life: “heat = movement = life”, and offers an enticing corollary: “(Heat + time)/life = death.” The 
sheer absurdity of the heftiest existential concepts pursed inside a fraction is just dizzying, and 
the day’s progress curls up into a giant abyssal hairball in the middle of the page.

Although Wesley repeatedly vandalizes the Daily Progress Status Report template like a 
frustrated weight watcher smashing up an honest scale, the rubric’s necessity is emphasized 
and magnified in these impeccably crafted, durable metal paintings, and momentarily rebuts 
the artist’s apparent apathy and irreverence. One scrawl of a ship is captioned with a clever pun 
that might be right on the money: “study for enterprise with no sells sails.” With annual art 
fairs, monthly exhibitions, established magazine deadlines, and art market theories to furnish, 
the demand for aesthetic output is intensifying and becoming more and more scheduled, 
more reliably a function of time. The structural incompatibility between Wesley’s impromptu 
scribbles and the DPS’s strict grids and industrial connotations signals a larger issue of supply 
refusing to meet demand and the rejection of a theorized economic context. This show 
discusses these issues in a manner that is perhaps a bit too literal and simplified, but the 
creative artist’s increasingly salient identity as a traditional wage-earning laborer in a market 
system is worth sleeping on.



As the art market continues to move beyond traditional bricks-and-mortar and embrace fair- and 
jpeg-centric business plans, New York’s Bortolami Gallery has begun a novel experiment in how to 
keep its artists visible and happy. The gallery’s Artist/City programme, run by its associate direc-
tor Emma Fernberger, pays to rent non-traditional exhibition spaces for artists not based in New 
York. These “mini-Marfas”, the Texas home of the Judd Foundation, allow artists to show their work 
throughout the year with self-curated shows in unique venues. The artists are free to programme the 
spaces as they wish. 

The gallery has already established spaces for Daniel Buren in Miami and Eric Wesley in Cahokia, 
Illinois. Wesley’s space is a former Taco Bell restaurant “replete with ersatz Spanish colonial architec-
ture”, according to a release. Fernberger is also working with the sculptor Tom Burr to find a venue in 

A former Taco Bell restaurant in Cahokia, Illinois, will show Eric Wesley’s work. Courtesy the artist and Bortolami, New York.

Duray, Dan. “Bortolami creates US-wide mini-Marfas”.The Art Newspaper (July 26, 2016) [Online] [Ill.]

Bortolami creates US-wide mini-Marfas
Artists given non-traditional spaces and free rein to put on shows
by DAN DURAY  |  26 July 2016



New Haven, Connecticut, home to the Yale School of Art (where Burr has taught). She’s also working 
with Barbara Kasten for a project in Chicago in 2017, and scouting locations for a Nicolás Guagnini 
space in San Francisco.

“It’s a dream job,” Fernberger says of establishing the programme, noting that while it allows for ex-
perimental shows, it also enables the mid-tier gallery to reach out to collectors and dealers in other 
cities during non-fair periods. 

“It’s a way for us to expand our reach without opening full-scale operations in another city or in New 
York,” she says, “and just getting to see more of the country.”



Thomas Crone, “A Los Angeles Artist Has Transformed 
an Abandoned Taco Bell in Cahokia, Illinois into a 
Temporary Gallery,” St.Louis (July, 2016): [online]

Eric Wesley had looked for a space to create an off-the-grid gallery 
and studio in places like “Berlin and all around the world,” but decided 
that the old fast food location on Camp Jackson Road was exactly what 
he’d been looking for all along. 
As artist Eric Wesley tells it, a lot of happenstance was involved in 
his complete, though very-much-in-progress reinterpretation of an 
abandoned Taco Bell in Cahokia, Illinois.



For starters, the Los Angeles resident had to be connected somebody 
with ties in St. Louis; his girlfriend, the artist Alika Cooper, was taking 
part in a residency program here. While visiting Cahokia Mounds, they 
somehow found their way onto Camp Jackson Road and noticed a 
forlorn Taco Bell, sitting amidst a vast expanse of strip mall parking. 
After running by the place another time or two, they were seemingly 
now drawn to the space. Eventually, they “saw it for a third time and 
checked it out,” Wesley says. “We saw the ‘For Lease’ sign and I 
immediately called. The rent was unbelievable to me, being from L.A.”

He’d looked for a space to create an off-the-grid gallery and studio in 
places like “Berlin and all around the world,” but decided that the old 
fast food location on Camp Jackson was exactly what he’d been looking 
for all along. Redubbed The Bell, he found support from his home base, 
Bortolami Gallery in New York. As it happened, timing again smiled 
upon him, as “I got together with my gallery and they happened to be 
starting a program by which artists on their roster are being given the 
opportunity to start a room, or space, for one year, in conjunction with 
the gallery.” The caveats were that these emerging spaces had to be in 
cities other than their own, and they weren’t to overlap territories.

As luck would have it, only one artist represented by New York’s 
Bortolami Gallery (yes, Wesley!) was interested in creating an art gallery 
within an old Taco Bell in Cahokia.

A meandering conversation with Wesley inside and outside the space 
is a fascinating experience, as he frequently stops to notice little things, 
like a frog that’s popped under the small bit of shrubbery that The Bell 
offers; strangely, The Bell’s predecessor offered something green in 
what’s otherwise a sea of asphalt. He refers to the place as “an island,” 
in fact, and tries to identify what this area exactly… is.

“I’m trying to get to know the land, you know,” Wesley says. “I had 
an interesting conversation with a city planner, in terms of this place; 
about what is suburbia, quasi-suburbia, pseudo-suburbia. I came to 
the conclusion that proper suburbia is right outside of a city; affluent, 
mostly well-kept, and crime is low.”

Cahokia’s not exactly all those things, at least not in the corner of the 
town that The Bell inhabits. Not that it’s sinister, either. Camp Jackson 
has that thoroughfare feel; cars pass by this semi-filled mall at a fast 
clip and folks generally seem on their way to somewhere else. The flip 
here, of course, is that an artist with worldwide experiences would root 
down smack dab in the middle of a parking lot in a part of town that, 
he’s learning, isn’t known to many St. Louisans.

Wesley’s been checking out his environs with fresh eyes and a 
developing sense of the history of here.



“We went to East St. Louis’ downtown and it’s so f****d, it’s unbelievable,” 
says Wesley with the interesting candor of someone not tied down to 
local niceties. “But it’s very beautiful. This one building has trees literally 
growing out of it. My feeling—and a lot of this is what I’ve learned from 
Uber drivers—is that it’s been ignored.”

Jumping on down to the road to Cahokia…

“I’m trying to understand the village of Cahokia,” Wesley says. “I’d like 
to study the immediate areas surrounding East St. Louis. It’s almost 
like I was sent here, or something. I like to think that this is seen as 
as a violent place. There are strip clubs around. It’s a got a seedy, 
underground feel. I can sum it up with a story. Things here were really a 
mess, and I was working and got tired, and I took a nap on the floor, on 
my jacket. The doors were open, and I was worried about locals coming 
through the door, though it could’ve been police or kids or anything. 
So I took the nap and wondered if anyone would approach. I heard 
something outside and there was a pack of dogs running through this 
parking lot. I was not prepared for that. Kids, gangsters, police… I can 
talk my way out of something with them. Dogs, you can’t do that. It was 
very strange. To see those dogs… that summed this place up for me.”

At times, when talking about his vision for The Bell, Wesley might fix 
his conversational gaze on something small. Out there in that parking 
expanse, for example, there are little bits of wildlife. That lone frog, 
for example, bounces over a tiny patch of grass and into a bush; this 
grabs his attention and starts him on a story. Hanging from a gutter, a 
small bird’s nest still has life. While Wesley imagines having a sculpture 
garden on the roof—including pieces made from, or referencing the 
HVAC that’s been pulled down—he also imagines the nest remaining 
there. Out front, there’s a potential corn maze, allowing for an alternative 
entrance to the venue. At the time of our conversation, he’d hired a 
farmer to plant the corn. His plans for the old freezer, well, we’ll let you 
get that information directly from the source.

Out of the most impractical, but entertaining, notions comes from a 
drainage ditch that runs along Camp Jackson. There’s a thin tunnel 
that connects to another such water runoff across the road. The 
tunnel somewhat connects The Bell to a Pizza Hut, one that he riffs 
about having a fascist architectural vibe; he imagines scheduling art 
happenings there, too. (While Taco Bell has elements of brutalism, sees 
The Bell, harkening back to a 1700s-era California mission church.) 
Not content to just program art at a functioning, low-brow pizzeria, he 
talked about sending kids through that tunnel, with notes for attendees, 
passed between the venues. It was hella funny, perhaps a bit brilliant, 
as were other ideas and that’s exactly the kind of freedom Wesley’s 
enjoying with this space.



“There’s something intertwining me to this space,” he says. “At the 
beginning of my career, I had some success in Europe and New York 
and L.A. The kind of work I do, or did, was working in a European 
contest; success in Europe was a goal for myself and many artists. 
A lot of my teachers and mentors first achieved success in Europe. 
Success here meaning fame and money. You know, success. I was 
really concentrating on Europe, showing there and New York. And I 
thought about six or seven years ago that I wanted to go to the middle 
of America. It’s known to a lesser degree now, but it’s still a really 
ignored contemporary art [region]. I felt that six or seven years ago 
there wasn’t much going on St. Louis, Chicago, the Midwest. Now, this 
is six or seven years back. So I researched places in Missouri, Kansas, 
all around, with the idea to take a trip, but a piece of land in the middle 
of nowhere.

“At the time,” he adds, “I could have just afforded it and that would 
be it. That was the plan, a mission. What happened was that I found 
all of these other places online and this idea kind of passed as I was 
working on other art projects. I didn’t know what to do with it. I didn’t 
know why. But it really came back when we found this place. We were 
staying in St. Louis and there was this old brick garage that I could fix 
up as a kind of asylum; and that wouldn’t be specific to the terminology 
of an asylum as a place for mentally ill people, but as a political thing, a 
kind of sanctuary. I was going to revisit that idea, but when I found this 
place, I infused the ideology of what this place is and was.”

Well, it was a Taco Bell, purveyor of affordably priced, strangely tasty, 
if unwholesome food.

It’s now The Bell, a playground for an artist delightfully untethered to the 
traditions and mores of this place.

Wesley unveils the next phase of The Bell on Saturday, July 16 with 
a reception from 6 to 9 p.m. The exhibit will include two new glass 
sculptures, “facsimiles of the trapezoidal windows of the Pizza Hut 
across the street, as well as a sculpture made of HVAC ducts inspired 
by the many ducts on the roof of the building,” which is a space Wesley 
would like to transform into a small sculpture garden. Future additions 
to The Bell will include the corn maze mentioned above, to be installed 
in front of the building; performances; and a “reality television show” 
based on the goings-on in the space.

The Bell is located at 1296 Camp Jackson Road, Cahokia, Illinois. 
Open hours are Thursday through Sunday, noon to 5 p.m., and by 
appointment. Wesley will be planning exhibits and programming for 
The Bell through April 2017. For more info, visit bortolamigallery.com.
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Eric Wesley installing. All images courtesy of Bortolami Gallery.

BORTOLAMI GALLERY BRINGS CONCEPTUAL ARTIST,
ERIC WESLEY’S WORK TO THE DALLAS ART FAIR.

produced this form to manage my life,” says Los Angeles-
based conceptual artist, Eric Wesley. He adds, “I didn’t 
have artwork in mind to start with.” The form in question 
is for the Daily Progress Status Report that he began using 

about four years ago. Two years ago, he began the process of 
translating this into art, using it as the basis for his DPS painting 
series. These works, represented by New York’s Bortolami 
Gallery, make their local debut at this year’s Dallas Art Fair.

The DPS works are rooted in the mundane job of list-
making. Each morning, Wesley fills one of these in. It is an hour-
by-hour schedule, with the date on top. There is even a box to 
check upon completion. Sometimes the forms are filled in with 
actual tasks. Often they serve as a backdrop for sketches, fruit 
stains, and other ephemera of life in the studio. Next, he lays 
that paper, regular copier grade, onto a light box. In addition to 
illuminating the list, it also shows the grain of the paper. Using 
this as a template, Wesley creates large paintings on brushed 
aluminum that he then bolts to canvas. According to gallerist 
Stefania Bortolami, the aluminum replicates paper in that it 
can be manipulated in the same way. Corners of several DPS 
paintings are folded or torn. Wesley originally planned to create 
about 30 of these paintings, one for each day that the work is 
typically on the walls during a gallery exhibition. Since most art 
fairs run for three days, that is how many DPS paintings will 
be in the fair. 

For Wesley, these paintings go beyond a replication of his 
daily schedule. He cites Renaissance artists Leonardo da Vinci 
and Piero della Francesca as major influences, particularly their 
use of sfumato. This art historical term describes atmospheric 
effects that create imperceptible gradations of light. He says, 
“At the moment, I am really into the ether stage: the reflection 
and refraction of light due to paper and how I relate that onto 
the metal.” To achieve this effect, he uses a variety of media, 
from oil and enamel to airbrush. The diethyl ether in the 
airbrush creates “a physical connection between the picture 
plane and my body,” he adds. However, unlike the work of the 
Renaissance, Wesley’s aim is not to perfect nature. “A lot of 
pictures have stains or soils, or they’re torn. It is the idea of the 
accident. That’s the art,” he explains.

“The DPS have entertainment value, which I really 
appreciate,” says Wesley. Lest anyone construe conceptual art as 
a purely intellectual exercise, this is a sentiment Wesley repeats 
often. His humor also shines forth in an earlier installation 
work, “D’Cartes Blanche.” Yes, there is a reference to French 
philosopher René Descartes in there. Beyond the play on words 
the work is an amalgamation of formalism, engineering, and 
philosophy.

For this project, Wesley designed three small, white 

“I
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CONTEMPORARIES

BY NANCY COHEN ISRAEL

carts: one moves up and down, another moves sideways, 
and another moves laterally. Bortolami explains that using 
Cartesian philosophy of x, y, z, theoretically, they could map 
anywhere in space. Three 20’ paintings based on the primary 
colors are also part of the installation. In each, one color is 
brushed, another is splattered, and another is dripped. Wesley 
says that he further explores the emotional characteristics 
applied to color: Blue (b) = sadness, Red (r) = anger, and Yellow 
(y) = fear. From this he further extrapolates Cartesian ratios. 
Wesley adds, “I’m a huge formulist. That’s what interests me 
with the ‘D’Cartes’ project.”

Wesley is one of three artists Bortolami will feature at this 
year's fair. The other two, Piero Golia and Ben Schumacher, 
also have local connections. Golia is scheduled for an 
exhibition at the Nasher Sculpture Center, opening in October. 
Schumacher has previously donated work to TWO x TWO.

Bortolami is pleased to participate in this year’s show. 
The Goss-Michael Foundation, one of the Dallas Art Fair’s 
beneficiaries, is honoring Michael Craig-Martin at the annual 
MTV RE:DEFINE. For Bortolami, Craig-Martin is “like a 
stepfather.” She concludes, “We always participate in TWO x 
TWO and we have met quite a few people in Dallas. We feel 
Dallas is a great venue to let people know of our program. It 
seems like a good time to be here.” P

From left: Eric Wesley, DPS #36 North American Center (Notes from my Mother), 2015, acrylic on aluminum on linen, 48 x 37 in.; Eric Wesley, DPS #34 This 
is not Trash ... well you know what I mean, 2015, acrylic on aluminum on linen, 48 x 37 in.; Eric Wesley, DPS #35 Haydn Bust (Assistants), 2015, acrylic on 
aluminum on linen, 48 x 37 in.

Eric Wesley, Blue, Yellow, and Red Picture, 2010, latex on 
canvas, 132 x 228 in.



Johnson, Ken and Martha Schwendener.  “A Sampling of the Art World Under One Tent.” The New York Times (May 15, 2015): p.C30 [ill.]



WEST SIDE STORY
by Luca Martinazzoli

Eric Wesley is a son of Los Angeles to his backbone, as he was 
born there in 1973, and there he has always lived. There he took 
his first steps, found a gallery to work with and a close friend 
in the person of the gallerist himself, Giovanni Intra. There he 
met his destiny, that of being hounded by the media, after Intra’s 
death (which happened in 2002 in unclear circumstances) swept 
him away in a flood of suspicions and insinuations which still go 
on. Still in Los Angeles he saw his career take a leap, with his 
solo show at the MOCA in the spring 2006. An Ellroyan story, Eric 
Wesley’s one, dirty and complicated; but at the end, just like in 
Ellroy’s own biography, salvation breaks into it thanks to art. 
All of us that are endlessly far from L. A. restrict ourselves to 
support him and to visit his fall exhibition at the Fondazione 
Morra Greco in Naples.

Few months ago (January 15, 2007), the New York Magazine came out with 
a cover story on Dash Snow, restless artist that at the age of 25 finds 
himself having reporters clinging to him, eager to tell his dissolute 
life story. They want him half-naked and halfstoned. If you have a 
chat with those who populate the scene— big, rough, and damn beautiful 
metropolitan cowboys—you think that maybe they do it on purpose: they 
call it ‘troublemaker strategy. ‘ Parties and covers of magazines. But 

Eric Wesley, OUCHI, 2002

Martinazzoli, Luca. “WEST SIDE STORY.” Mousse (Issue #10, June 2007) [ill.]



the press is wicked, and the temptation to turn some figures into myths, 
making their borderline-living glamorous, often becomes a nightmare for 
those who live in a society that is terrified of junkies or just has 
reached the paroxysm of “private vices and public virtues. “ Glancing 
through the last catalogue published by Eric Wesley, you slide into a 
dimension like this. But we’re in Los Angeles, and the glamour is stuck 
on the gloss of other magazines. He has a solo show at the MOCA; in the 
catalog we find a sequence of shots that portray him in his everyday 
life. Bedroom infested with bottles of beer and rifles. Mess. Street life 
and blurred snapshots full of melancholy. And the curator that writes an 
essay where he cooks up references to Nan Goldin. Bullshit, it’s clear. 
Eric is in a tight spot. He plays the kid on the block, plays with a 
mythicized image of his person, with the media and the gossip that revel 
in it. And this catalog seems to be a reaction against the character 
created by the local rumors and by a bad story.

Let’s take a step backwards, and let’s try to understand why an African-
American artist finds himself being so confused, torn between his own 
work, the market, and what people say about him. On December 17, 2002, 
Giovanni Intra’s dead body is found. He’s only 34 and the circumstances 
are kept hidden. On the same night, Eric Wesley’s opening at the 
MetroPicture Gallery. His debut in New York City. His consecration.

Giovanni is Eric’s gallerist in Los Angeles. And the hidden circumstances 
of the death suddenly turn into conjectures on the nature of their 
relationship. “Drugs, “ people say. Very well, then—drugs. It’s still 
a mystery, but Eric is carrying the weight of conjectures on his back. 
Giovanni Intra was not only an art dealer, he was one of the smartest 
intellectuals of the art scene. He was a (very good) writer, editor for 
Art and Text and contributor for Semiotexte. His gallery, named China 
Art Objects, has changed the art geography of L. A. In a beautiful text 
that he wrote for the series of exhibitions titled Circles (Karlsruhe, 
Germany, 2001), he says: “Most days there’s a lot of laughter in our 
gallery, and it often surrounds the perversion of the art system and 
our part within it. “ (I suggest you to recover the whole text, which 
is full of life and ideas.) His partner was Steve Hanson, who is still 
successfully running the show today. They opened in Chinatown, a district 
of L. A. that was first of all a movie set. A swarm of galleries followed 
them, creating what until a few years ago was the most interesting art 
district in Los Angeles. Around the China Art Objects artists like Jorge 
Pardo, Steven Prina and Pae White clot, together with many young artists 
just out of the college. At that time, Eric has already had a couple of 
shows at the China Art Objects. Giovanni was his mentor and his brother. 
But on December 17, they were not together. Eric wants to write a book, 
something like an investigation reportage aimed at reconstructing the 
facts of that story, at bringing truthfulness back, at setting off 
Giovanni’s person. It’s one of the many projects that sweep you away when 
you talk with Eric. 

We talked about it at a bar in Echo Park. His studio is off limits; 
it’s in a damn mess. He’s working for an exhibition at the Morra Greco 
Foundation in Naples, and it’s impossible to stay in there. The project 
he’s working on consists in a space used both as an office and as a health 
spa. Two spaces, really. One in L. A. and one in Naples. However, we meet 
at this bar in Echo Park. The Little Joy. Hard drinks help us. I try to 



make a story for this journal. He tries to make convincing stories for 
me. He’s well-built. Monkey boots and Hawaiian shirt. A lot of military 
stuff. He’s very ‘working class hero. ‘ The legend tells that he buys the 
white t-shirts and the black dickies when those he’s wearing are dirty 
enough. Maybe. What I know is the first time I got into his car, an old 
Japanese purplish red pick-up, I saw that the dashboard had been removed, 
and the wires and resistors were frightfully uncovered. I’m not sure this 
is the best way to understand Eric’s work, but I’m sure it can clarify 
his own relation with it, his investigating nature that leads him to keep 
removing covers and discovering workings. 

He often talks about science, he’s especially fascinated by the scientific 
process of reducing the world to categories and standards. And when I 
ask him what’s the common ground between him and Piero Golia, whom he 
founded the Mountain School of Arts with, he candidly says: “Science. “ 
This enthusiasm in science also clears up the empiricism characteristic 
of his last works: what he wants to do is to demonstrate the correctness 
of certain suppositions and to explain how things work. And making art 
is meant as dealing with the inner nature of things rather than with the 
history of art.

Even though he has a full knowledge of the history of art, his main 
references are artists like Richard Jackson and Paul McCarthy, who have 
always liked better to remain in the art-world’s background (even if the 
market has never forgotten about them). To tell the truth, Eric is much 
more conscious of the art-system and of its market than his mentors were. 
But this consciousness often turns into impatience. In his works you can 
find pranks with a hint of grudge against society and its institutions; 
you can detect the paranoiac attitude of somebody who experienced—
for the color of his skin, for his way of living, for Giovanni’s cold 
dead body— how it feels to be left out. In recent times he’s launched 
a business called FRIT (“French for fried, but pronounced like free, 
freed or freet”), which consists in a line of jewels that are actually 

Eric Wesley, The Mall, 2001



gold-plated junk foods (like french fries, onion rings, waffles). Eric 
intends to use the proceeds to fund the fight against the inhumane work 
conditions of African miners. He’s looking for a partner to make it real, 
and—since market surveys report that the renowned Italian jeweler’s 
art is fatally waning, especially for the lack of ideas—I hope there’s 
somebody reading Mousse that has a finger in the pie. The reference to 
the issues of consumerism, fashion and race is obvious from the very 
first look. But this work, as well as the Mountain School of Arts, is 
based on the purpose to construct a complex structure that is effective 
and totally integrated in the system. And again his constructive spirit 
reveals his scientist nature. He has created his best-known work a few 
years ago. It’s a bronze sculpture portraying the logo of Wells Fargo, 
the most influential finance company in the history of California. The 
symbol is a convoy full of securities that is pulled by six horses. 
Eric’s reproduction is faithful, but it shows the convoy messed up/upside 
down, as if the horses had become restive or the Indians had launched 
an attack. Obviously, it hints in a mocking tone to the creaking of 
capitalism.

Mockery is in fact a constant element of his work. Not that kind of 
mockery which goes well with thoughtlessness: it’s more about the 
beauty of failure, and the consciousness of being an artist because 
everything else you’ve tried could not be enough. This is why, I think, 
Eric promotes the admission to the Mountain School of Arts not only of 
young artists but also of people that are trapped in other professions. 
He’s one of the few left that don’t consider being an artist as a mere 
profession. Unfortunately, this awareness leads to disillusion, and the 
disillusion that his works are full.



Bortolami Gallery presents Eric Wesley’s third solo show at the gallery.

The first work, “The Improbability of Intentionally Creating Shock”, is comprised of four individ-
ually presented elements constituting an elaborate machine. The artist confronts issues of suc-
cess and failure, and initiates a conversation about the nature of “shock” by literally attempting 
to “shock” the audience.  The primal intent of the work involves one person, the artist, touching 
another, the viewer: an electrical and biological exchange of energy. The first element is an exag-
gerated rubber band acting as power supply and storage of energy. Then there is the anchoring 
system that fixes the machine to a stable point within the space. The center piece of the apparatus 
is a 200-pound solid-steel chrome-plated square wheel. The final element is the point at which 
static electricity interacts with the observer, creating a tickling mild zap, or simply the sense of 
anticipation. The shock is merely implied and not made explicit, derived from physical form and 
phenomenon, or lack thereof.

Presented in the smaller gallery, the second work is a temporary room which demonstrates a 
paradox of time and space. A three-by-five foot representation of the continent of Europe floats 
in the room. The likeness of the EU is rendered in great detail according to multiple sources of 
information. The artist trusted established topological maps, images from space (NASA, ESA), 
as well as instinct and memory. The viewer walks into this room in New York City from 10am to 
6pm to encounter the waning of daylight into darkness of Europe, designed to accurately portray 
the present reality on the other side of the Atlantic.

Eric Wesley was born in Los Angeles, California in 1973, where he continues to live and work. 
Wesley has held solo exhibitions in galleries internationally as well as at the Museum of Contempo-
rary Art, Los Angeles and Foundation Morra Greco, Naples, Italy. Wesley has participated in group 
shows at the Hammer Museum in Los Angeles; Musée d’Art Contemporain, Bordeaux, France; Fun-
dación/Colección, Jumex, Mexico; Museo d’Arte, Benevento, Italy; The Prague Biennial in 2007; 
Institute of Contemporary Art, London; P.S.1, New York; and the Studio Museum in Harlem.

Eric Wesley, “2 new works”
at Bortolami Gallery, New York

February 11, 2012



Improbability of Intentionally Creating Shock, Part II, 2011

2 new works, 2012. Installation View

Gloss White Europe (Artist Proof/First Cast), 2011



2 new works, 2012. Installation View

Realistic Europe, 2011

Real Time Europe Room, 2011



Real Time Europe Room (early Dawn), 2011

2 new works, 2012. Installation View

Flat Black Europe (Original Art), 2011

2 new works, 2012. Installation View
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New York’s Bortolami Gallery is well on its way to disrupting the traditional five-week exhibition model. 
Since the end of last year, the gallery has been pairing different artists with a city to stage work over 
the course of a year. The experimental platform, called ‘Artist/City’, presents work in two phases and 
thus charts a creative evolution of each artist, while also giving visitors reason to return during the 
time.

Bortolami unveiled its first pairing with a bang – Daniel Buren in Miami, opening during Art Basel last 
year. Comprising a series of new works in which Buren uses striped linen fabric to mimic his painted 
linear pieces, the exhibition is installed at The M Building, a former 1950s manufacturing warehouse 
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City limits: Bortolami Gallery’s ‘Artist/City’ 
upends the traditional exhibition model

Art / 11 Aug 2016 / By Pei-ru Keh

Bortolami Gallery’s ‘Artist/City’ exhibition platform is giving artists the chance to stage exhibitions over the course of a year in specific cities. 
Pictured: a series of porticos by Daniel Buren in Miami. Photography: Gesi Schilling



restored by architect Chad Oppenheim, in the heart of Miami’s Wynwood district.

The exhibition’s second phase saw Buren install five colourful porticos throughout the gallery space, 
a site-specific piece entitled Passage aller-retour. The installation toys with the viewer’s idea of space, 
while also considering the stripe as a different visual tool that Buren uses to explore the notion of art.

In May, the gallery unveiled its second union: the Los Angeles-based artist Eric Wesley in St Louis. 
Wesley has pitched up within an empty Taco Bell restaurant and filled it with five new tondo paintings 
that greatly resemble an open burrito. Employing a variety of painting techniques, Wesley depicts 
different ingredients on each of the wood panels in abstract fashion.

Wesley’s year-long intervention includes several projects, such as casting a bronze bell for the Spanish 
Colonial structure, planting a vegetable patch for the grounds and creating a series of abstract sculp-
tures that respond to the local Pizza Hut, located across the road.

With future collaborations including Barbara Kasten in Chicago and Nicolás Guagnini in San Francisco, 
‘Artist/City’ presents a new chance to get to know these artists a whole lot better.



Eric Wesley’s Spa fice (2007) is a multi-sensory experience, an interactive installation expressly 
designed for Naples’ new project space, the Fondazione Morra Greco. A steep stairwell leads 
to a cellar carved from volcanic sandstone. The sweet smell of gas permeates the clammy at-
mosphere. Natural light creeps through small windows, but the principal sources of illumi-
nation are glowing screensavers projected onto the walls. Arguing neighbours and whizzing 
scooters from the streets above the cellar play background accompaniment to the sounds of 
the installation’s protagonists: a humming gas heater and the rhythmic slapping of water in a 
large wading pool. 

Established as emblematic of the ‘Art of Idleness’ by sightseers on the late-18th-century Grand 
Tour, Naples is the perfect location for Spa fice, Wesley’s exploration of the age-old concepts 
otium and negotium (Latin for leisure and business). ‘Everyone knows the story of the traveller 
in Naples who saw 12 beggars lying in the sun and offered a lira to the laziest,’ Bertrand Russell 
begins his 1932 essay ‘In Praise of Idleness’, ‘11 of them jumped up to claim it, so he gave it 

Eric Wesley

Courtesy Fondazione Morra Greco, Napoli. Photo: Gennaro Navarra

FONDAZIONE MORRA GRECO, NAPLES, ITALY
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to the twelfth. This traveller was on the right lines.’ Spa fice nods to Russell and winks at Tom 
Hodgkinson’s recent How to be Idle (2004), rendering homage to socialist activist Paul Lafar-
gue’s belief that technology was the ‘God’ to liberate men from wage-labour, rewarding them 
with idleness and freedom.

Wesley fuses sculpture, installation and architecture to create his combination Spa-Office.  A 
changing room complete with robes and cotton shorts initiates visitors who the artist hopes 
will disrobe and participate in his work. Nearby, a laptop with wifi sits on a table surfaced with 
white tiles: all of the installation’s environments are created using variations on this same min-
imalist furniture design. In the sauna, pool, and studio, a table-auger assemblage repeatedly 
appears: two large holes are born through a low table directly into the cellar floor, an auger is 
left resting at a diagonal in one hole, while the element protruding from the second varies in 
each environment. In the sauna, a large cylindrical gas heater is planted in the table’s second 
hole; in the pool, a stream of water spits from the second hole to the pool’s opposite end. These 
assemblages suggest that Spa fice is self-sufficient, that its gas and water derive from sources 
directly below the exhibition space (which is of course not the case). A precarious walkway of 
furniture lined up across the pool’s centre invites visitors to pass under the arch of water to an 
artist’s studio. Punctured bags of gesso and cement are posed among funnels, cement puddles 
and gesso-filled plastic bottles, a composition that recalls Wesley’s training as a sculptor.  In the 
studio, the table-auger assemblage is again repeated but its second hole is empty.

The Internet is a constant presence in Spa fice.  In Wesley’s world, as in that of Lafargue’s, the 
computer is the omnipresent, all-knowing force offering us the freedom to skip from work to 
play effortlessly, our salvation from the ‘Right to Work’. ‘Hitherto we have continued to be as 
energetic as we were before there were machines; in this we have been foolish,’ scolds Russell 
at the end of his essay, ‘but there is no reason to go on being foolish for ever.’

Emily Verla Bovino
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Emma Fernberger on Artist / City

Artist/City is Bortolami’s new program taking place in various locations throughout the United 
States. Flash Art spoke with the gallery’s associate director, Emma Fernberger, about the pressures 
and rewards of the new initiative.

What is Artist/City?

Artist/City started in December 2015. We pair an artist with a space in an American city for a year. 
We’re responding to the speed of the art world. Again and again, you ask an artist to make some-
thing for an art fair, it hangs in a booth for a few days, it is purchased by someone and then put in 
their home, their museum or, worse, storage. Artist/City attempts to slow things down. 

In Daniel Buren/Miami and Eric Wesley/St. Louis, what have these places allowed these artists 
to do?

News / July 21, 2016

“Eric Wesley/St. Louis,” exterior view (2016). Courtesy of Bortolami, New York.

Korman, Sam. “Emma Fernberger on Artist / City”. Flash Art (July 21, 2016) [Online] [Ill.]



Buren’s project highlights his career-spanning engagement with the stripe motif. Each iteration of 
his exhibition focuses on a different mode of artmaking, which would take eight years to present on 
our normal schedule. Wesley’s project is about accumulation. He transformed a vacant Taco Bell in 
a St. Louis suburb into “The Bell.” He’ll be adding artworks for a year, as well as presenting hap-
penings and performances. Working outside of New York also means cheaper rent, which is, 
of course, a concern.

“Eric Wesley/St. Louis,” exterior view (2016). Courtesy of Bortolami, 
New York.

What additional pressures does the yearlong duration generate?

There’s pressure to constantly change things up because of how short everyone’s attention span 
is. But under what other circumstances would we be able to work in such depth on a single exhibi-
tion? They’re intense collaborations; we’re like co-conspirators.

How do you navigate the slippery divisions between cities and provinces?

So many shows primarily live on social media now, so people can see them from anywhere. We 
have an Instagram and a dedicated website, though I hope it motivates people to visit, say, Ca-
hokia. The cities aren’t chosen arbitrarily. Though temporary, the projects are committed to their 
host cities. Wesley lives there part-time — so he’s sensitive to surrounding social conditions. Tom 
Burr is from New Haven, and much of his work hinges on autobiography and identity.

What’s next?

The next projects are Tom Burr/New Haven, Nicolás Guagnini/San Francisco and Barbara Kasten/
Chicago. Hopefully we’ll extend it to artists outside our program. Each project has its own con-
cerns and syntax — it’s exciting to figure that out.

by Sam Korman





Eric Wesley’s quest for high-art fame leads to a Taco Bell

“Maybe I want to be famous,” says Eric Wesley.

The artist slouches in a metal folding chair on the edge of a nearly vacant parking lot in Cahokia, Ill., as-
suming a slightly self-conscious posture. “But then …” he exhales a trail of cigarette smoke and quickly 
bats it away, an LA tell, “I also reject all that.”

Wesley is wearing a white T-shirt, black slacks and aviators. A black blazer is thrown over another 
chair. The T-shirt, a promotional item for his latest project, features a grainy photo of an old Taco Bell, 
low-mission architecture that once signaled something different (tacos! burritos! enchiritos!) was with-
in. In much the same way, Wesley’s presence in Cahokia, just across the Mississippi River from St. Lou-
is, signals something is going on in the building behind him, that same defunct Taco Bell on the T-shirt.

What is taking place at “The Bell” (Wesley’s new name for the building, duly noted on the shirt) is part 
studio, part art installation, and definitely a work in progress. If high-art immortality is the goal, he 
picked an interesting place to chase it.

“This is the first picture I took of the place,” Wesley says, pointing to the shirt. The sun is sinking behind 
the strip mall that rings the parking lot, putting a glow on the Dollar Tree store, the payday loans place 
and the interior of The Bell. Its front room is painted white and hung with several of Wesley’s paint-
ings — crisp, well-defined circles depicting cross-sections of burritos. Burritos have been an occasional 
theme in his work, which may partly explain why he is here.

Dampier, Cindy, “Eric Wesley’s quest for high-art fame leads to a Taco Bell”, Chicago Tribune, July 29, 2016



Wesley’s strange trip to Cahokia began in 2015, while on a visit to St. Louis. “We passed this strip, like 
a mini-mall,” he says. “Most of the stores were closed, but I saw this Taco Bell out front, and I said 
‘Awesome, look at that!’ and took a cellphone picture.”

When he passed by again, he saw it was for rent, and was struck by a sense of artistic purpose, and 
good fortune. Wesley had been thinking hard about the middle of things: Burritos, artworks, the hu-
man body, and, as a natural extension, the middle of the country. Somewhere between his home base 
in LA and his gallery in New York, he figured, would be an ideal spot to create ... something. He had 
been perusing “land for sale” ads and thinking about a retreat where he could make art, and a space 
that would itself become part of the art. Into this fertile creative ground fell a squat, abandoned fast-
food joint by the side of the road.

Centering a new art installation around a busted Taco Bell might seem like an odd notion, or a stunt. 
But Wesley doesn’t fit the mold of the slick pretender. He grew up in LA, the smart kid of two social 
workers, planning to become an aeronautical engineer. “That didn’t work out,” he says with a grin. In-
stead, his fascination with science found expression in art. He built a successful career, participating 
in shows at the Museum of Contemporary Art Los Angeles and the Museum of Modern Art PS1. He is 
repped by New York’s well-known Bortolami Gallery, and co-founded the Mountain School of Arts in 
LA, which has gained attention as an alternative training ground for young artists.

“He has a sense of humor, but he’s very smart and really thoughtful,” says Evan Moffitt, an assistant 
editor at art-world powerhouse Frieze. “And the work he has shown has been taken very seriously.”

That work has encompassed a broad range of media and subject matter, including one early installa-
tion that featured an “infinite burrito” being assembled in a gallery while viewers consumed it. “Orig-
inally, it was going to be an endless cigarette,” he says. That idea fizzled, so “I started looking around 
for something else representing this kind of linear infinity. And I thought of the burrito. And then I 
thought, ‘Well, a cigarette is boring. It only has one thing in there. A burrito has everything.’ “

The burrito, oversized, Americanized fast-food staple, carried plenty of baggage for an artist to dig 
into: Stereotypes and culture? Check. Hidden realities? Check. Particle physics? Um, OK. Warhol had 
his soup cans, after all. “There’s something about the big dumb burrito,” Wesley says. “It’s pop culture 
as a gateway to a deeper reality.”

“It is a bit of a chuckle,” says Emma Fernberger, associate director at Bortolami Gallery. “There’s 
something ludicrous about looking at a painting of a cross-section of a burrito. But a lot of thought 
goes into it.”

“On the other hand,” says Wesley, “I’m OK with people stopping at a certain point and not going any 
further with it. I mean, at a certain point, you just wanna eat a burrito.”

He has a touch of the apologist in him, and so was a little nervous about asking his gallery to under-
write The Bell project. “It’s a kooky idea,” he says, “and they are a serious gallery.” He needn’t have 
worried.

“It was kismet, in a funny way,” says Fernberger. Bortolami’s new Artist/City program, launched this 
year, aims to pair artists with spaces around the country, paying the rent to allow them to create and 
show art in those locations for an entire year, rather than the highly pressurized five weeks of a New 
York gallery show. The intention is not art-as-charity for out-of-the-way places, but rather a practical 
route to artistic freedom. “When you don’t have to pay crazy rent on a New York gallery space,” she 
says, “what you get is time. Time to work without all the pressure of having to sell art.”



“The more the art world grows into an edifice,” Wesley says, “the more things start to fall off the edg-
es.” Like an artist who finds his next work is hiring a crew to hang drywall in an old Taco Bell outside 
St. Louis.

The Bell opened in mid-June, and so far, the reception seems cordial. “It seems really appropriate for 
an LA artist with a sense of humor,” says Moffitt. “It’s something I would want to see.”

Cahokia itself is slowly discovering its newest public art. The town, which shares its name with the 
nearby Cahokia Mounds, a state historic site preserving traces of a prehistoric civilization, is home to 
surviving remnants of French Colonial heritage, including Illinois’ oldest courthouse, a log structure 
dating to 1740. But, amid a contemporary landscape of strip malls and suburban malaise, The Bell is a 
welcome departure.

“Everybody loves the idea,” says Wesley. “People are like, ‘Oh, cool, art! My cousin makes art.’ “ Peo-
ple occasionally drift through, checking out what new life has sprung forth in the nearly dead mini-
mall. Wesley has held events including debuting a corn maze planted in The Bell’s front lawn and new 
sculptures (inspired by the windows of the Pizza Hut across the street and the HVAC system on the 
roof.)

He has big plans for his year at The Bell, including more events and new work (maybe even a roof 
garden.) He’ll spend time working on other projects, too, including an upcoming show in Minneapo-
lis. “I’m a slow worker,” he says, “so a lot of that may look like me staring out this window here. I have 
my eye on that Pizza Hut.” New bronze sculptures will feature The Bell and the Pizza Hut; the already 
installed window sculptures, he says, are placed to represent an intersection of future and past. “It’s 
about time travel,” Wesley says, wincing a little. “I know. But what can I say? There it is.

“Time travel is a conversation stopper,” he continues, tracing his own thoughts, “but it really shouldn’t 
be. … It’s junk science, but it’s not. Like fast food is junk food but it’s still food, there’s still sustenance 
there.”

“What could be more typically American than fast food?” says Moffitt. “It’s the kind of stuff contempo-
rary artists love, actually. It has much more relevance to mass modern life than something unattain-
ably beautiful and refined.”

An artist’s life is no exception: “When I’m in LA,” says Wesley, catching the early evening breeze 
outside the doorway, “I eat burritos all the time. There is an alchemy involved, where all the elements 
have to be right, and in balance. For me, it’s rice, beans, meat and salsa verde. Con todo — with every-
thing.”

It’s dinner time, and across the street, the Pizza Hut is filling up. The artist is framed for a moment 
in the arched windows of The Bell, straightening papers on a white Saarinen-style table. Half a mile 
down the road in the shadow of the highway sits a new Taco Bell, a beige box of smooth, latter-day 
stucco. Inside, back-lit enticements for crispy, saucy and stuffed burritos cover the walls. Straggling 
customers stand and gape at the signs, shuffling their feet like kids on a museum field trip. “Next?” 
calls the cashier, but no one steps forward. The options, it seems, are infinite.











Last December, Bortolami Gallery launched the project “Artist/City,” in which it helps artists from its stable 
install artworks in nontraditional spaces across the country for a year. So far the project has spawned two in-
stallations: Daniel Buren’s in Miami and Eric Wesley’s in St. Louis. Two more are on the way: Barbara Kasten’s 
in Chicago and Tom Burr’s in New Haven.

The gallery’s goal is not to establish “permanent satellite locations throughout the country,” said Emma Fern-
berger, the Bortolami associate director who runs the program, but rather to experiment with exhibition tech-
niques while expanding the art world beyond of the two coasts. “People from New York and LA have the ten-
dency to be self-absorbed, because there’s so much emphasis on those two cities at the moment. But there’s 
the whole rest of the country where there’s still exciting things happening. There are many different art worlds. 
It’s great to get to know other places, see other things, and meet new people — expand our community.”

The project has no set model. The artists are given free rein to find locations and use them as they choose. 
“Each of these projects has its own syntax,” said Fernberger. “For each there’s a process of discovering what 
that is.”

“Eric Wesley / St. Louis,” Phase 1, 2016 (Bortolami, Cahokia Installation view)
(Courtesy the artist and Bortolami, New York)
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Wesley has occupied an old Taco Bell in Cahokia, Illinois. The building, which he has named the Bell, is “replete 
with ersatz Spanish Colonial architecture,” according to the press release. The artist has taken a “cumulative 
approach” to the project: Throughout the year, he has continued to add components to the installation, hang-
ing artworks in the gutted interior, planting a garden in the front of the building, and erecting sculptures on the 
roof. The Bell will also host “happenings” involving the local community throughout the year. Buren, the first 
artist to participate in Artist/City project, has taken a more traditional approach, occupying an event space near 
downtown Miami where he has curated and installed exhibitions of his own work.

For Burr, the project has brought him home, in a sense. Burr is in the process of selecting a space in New 
Haven, Connecticut, where he was born and raised (his father was a dean at Yale). He also has a longstanding 
interest in Brutalist architecture, of which New Haven has some of the country’s most important examples. The 
artist is still planning the programming, but according to Fernberger, his installation in the space will likely be 
additive, evolving over time. Kasten is working with the gallery to secure a space in Chicago, which she chose 
in order to strengthen her connection to the Bauhaus, a huge influence on her work. (She was also born in 
Chicago.)

To document the evolution of the program, Bortolami has established Tumblrs for each project. Those for the 
first two, featuring candid photos, proper installation shots, artist-shot video, sketches, and more, can be 
found here.

The future of the project is still sketchy, but there are no plans to slow down. Fernberger is working with other 
Bortolami artists on securing new locations for new projects.

“It’s been an incredibly rewarding experience,” she said. “It’s nice to be able to go and meet people in their own 
city, on their own terms. People appreciate you taking the time to get to know their city. They’re proud of their 
local institutions.”
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Some three months ago, Los Angeles artist Eric Wesley signed a lease on a defunct Taco Bell in Cahokia, Illinois, 
just across the Mississippi River from St. Louis.

Wesley had been driving back and forth between St. Louis and L.A. with his girlfriend, fellow artist Alika Coo-
per. After passing by the shell of a fast-food restaurant on a drive from St. Louis to a Walmart in the suburbs, he 
called the leasing agent, and eventually became its temporary guardian. With the support of his gallery, Bortol-
ami, Wesley spent months overhauling the space and making art in it. Now, it has become a project space-cum-
work of art called The Bell.

“Seven years ago or so I was looking for land here,” Wesley recalls over the phone from Cahokia. The artist’s 
peers and mentors were focused at the time on achieving success in the art world’s heartland, Europe. Wesley, on 
the other hand, set his sights on middle America, drawn to an area that was untouched and untapped by contem-
porary art.



“As soon as I discovered this place, I formed a kinship with it,” he says of Cahokia. “I grew up in L.A., in the San 
Fernando Valley, and Cahokia, Illinois, is quite a bit like it. That had me coming back. It’s what I call the true 
suburban lifestyle.” Rather than the framing of suburbia in the American consciousness as a place of safety with 
access to nature, in Cahokia Wesley saw a suburbia “of the Pet Shop Boys’ definition,” he says, nodding to the 
band’s 1986 hit. The abandoned Taco Bell aligned well with this seedy, decayed version of suburban life. That is, 
until Wesley began to transform it.

Wesley’s Taco Bell is built in the chain’s typical mission style, with a pitched roof, round arches, and an alcove 
where a bell once hung. But the structure had sat dormant for years, leaving it in a state of ruin. To create The 
Bell, Wesley had to bring everything up to code, installing new water and electrical conduits among myriad 
other renovations. The results are nothing short of transformative. Where customers once chomped on Chalupas 
Supreme in swivel chairs and vinyl-padded booths now sits a light-filled gallery space with white walls and wood 
floors.

Wesley’s upcoming plans for The Bell are equally exciting—and tongue-in-cheek. (He’s taken to calling the space 
“La Belle,” fond of the way the name changes to connote the beauty of its many potential outcomes when in 
French.) For the project’s first phase, he made paintings inspired by the cross-section of a burrito. For the second, 
opened this month, he’s created glass sculptures inspired by the architecture of the Pizza Hut across the street. 
A farmer is in the process of planting a corn maze in the former fast food joint’s front yard. And, among other 
future plans for the project’s run through April 2017, Wesley will install a new bell on the building’s roof and host 
a series of performances.

The Bell has already succeeded in engaging the local community. Between renovations, inspections, and sourc-
ing materials for his art, Wesley has welcomed a steady stream of individuals into the space. Word has quickly 
spread: He’s played host to a spectrum of curious visitors—from St. Louis locals and artists to Wash U. students 
and the mayor’s assistant.

Wesley is the second artist to partake in Bortolami Gallery’s Artist / City initiative, which sees the gallery rent 
out a space for one of its represented artists, in a city other than New York. It’s a response to the pressing dead-
lines and quick turnover that art fairs and five- or six-week exhibitions require, the program allows gallery artists 
to show their work over the course of one year. “The art world has gotten so fast-paced,” says Bortolami associate 
director Emma Fernberger. “This is our attempt to slow things down.”



Artist / City sits somewhere between a residency and a gallery show, as artists aren’t required to live in the cities 
they choose. Bortolami inaugurated the program with Daniel Buren in December 2015 at the M Building in 
Miami, beginning with a retrospective show of his work, and more recently a new sculptural installation. Future 
iterations of Artist / City will see Tom Burr in New Haven, Nicolás Guagnini in San Francisco, and Barbara Kas-
ten in Chicago. “We’re finding that each artist and their work has different demands and concerns; each of these 
projects has its own syntax and vernacular,” says Fernberger.

When asked, Wesley agrees that the project has inspired his work in a way that preparing a gallery show would 
not, but his aims for The Bell are bigger. “I’m trying to reverse that question, if you will,” he says. “I’m more inter-
ested in inspiring galleries—locally, nationally, internationally.” Pushing against the conventions of what an art 
space should be, and where it should be located, Wesley is on the right track.

—Casey Lesser

The Bell is on view at 1296 Camp Jackson Road, Cahokia, Illinois, Thurs.–Sat., 12–5 p.m. The space is closed during 
the month of August.
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On an outward-facing wall at the Bortolami booth, two works by Eric Wes-
ley—DPS #36 North American Center (Notes from my Mother) and DPS #34 
This is not Trash…well you know what I mean—hang, boasting a modest 
but wonderfully mundane appeal. Resembling blown-up scraps of paper 
(the back of a real estate ad, a “daily status progress report”) featuring des-
ultory scatters of notes penciled on the back, the works are actually painted 
on aluminum and mounted on linen.

“[Wesley] based them on scraps of paper that he’s been saving, and he real-
ized that the compositions just made really unexpected gestures,” said Lola 
Kramer, associate director.

Smudges of paint or marker, eraser marks, hurried calculations by hand, 
names of cities, times, and a grocery list embellish the paintings (“BEANS, 
CARROTS”), encouraging the viewer to recall with fondness all those 
unloved, coffee-stained, ancillary pieces of junk whose virginal undersides 
have meekly born our frantic etchings and general rough handling. An 

oversized sticker, the kind you might 
have unpeeled from an orange, was in-
cluded on DPS #34—a rather brilliant 
touch, I thought.
 
Said Lola: “He put these pieces of paper on a lightbox, and when you see 
light shining on a piece of paper, you can see the light shining through and 
what’s so cool is that he’s accurately able to realize that moment when you 
see light shining through the page. So everything that was on the reverse 
comes through to the surface, but when you’re looking at this it looks like 
you’re looking at a semi-transparent thing, even though it’s all on the sur-
face.”

On what appears to be the back of Wesley’s daily report, the artist has 
scrawled “NOT TRASH,” a sort of meta-cheer for this year’s Frieze.

Copyright 2015, ARTnews Ltd, 40 W 25th Street, 6th Floor, New York, N.Y. 
10010. All rights reserved.
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Eric Wesley
Cahokia, at Bortolami

View of Eric Wesley’s project Eric Wesley/St. Louis, 2016-17, at a former Taco Bell in Cahokia, Ill.

Fifteen minutes from St. Louis’s Gateway Arch, just across the Mississippi River in 
Cahokia, Illinois, the Los Angeles artist Eric Wesley has been tinkering in the shell of a 
former Taco Bell. His evolving installation there is one of the first installments in the New 
York gallery Bortolami’s “Artist/City” initiative, which pairs artists with spaces in different 
cities for a year each. Wesley’s project is officially titled Eric Wesley/St. Louis, but he 
refers to it simply as The Bell.

Marooned in a vast and nearly empty strip-mall parking lot, the building is one of the 
kitschy “fauxdobe” huts that were once a hallmark of the fast-food brand. Images of the 
architectural readymade’s prototypical, nostalgic, and ridiculous exterior dominate The 
Bell’s promotional materials and press coverage, producing a sense of mystery about 
what might be inside. When the project opened last summer with a small suite of tondo 
“Burrito Paintings” (2016)—borderline abstract cross-sections of that Mexican-American 
fare—the willfully ham-fisted site-specificity was unexpected.

However, the “Artist/City” platform allows artists to work slowly and additively, and 
as Wesley’s pieces accumulate The Bell is feeling less like a one-liner. Among the 
recent additions are his “Replacement Window” and “Establishment Corner” series 
(both 2016), bodies of work that duplicate and refract elements of the building and 
its suburban environs. Made from glass panes—some hung on walls, some laid 
across sawhorses, some freestanding—these sculptures reproduce the building’s 
arched Mission Revival windows as well as trapezoidal ones on the Pizza Hut



still operating across the street. Small, bronze scale models of the two buildings (La Belle 
and Campana [Establishment], both 2016) hang on thin wires from the ceiling and when 
viewed in the reflective surfaces of the glass works seem to hover in air. The result is a 
kind of fast-food Platonism, with banal landmarks of a twentieth-century commercial strip 
distilled into archetypal forms.

Wesley is reverent of place, but mostly insofar as the Taco Bell building represents a 
quintessential non-place. Various of his artistic transformations, like a small corn labyrinth 
cultivated in the grassy front lot (Golden Maze, 2016), a functional HVAC duct sculpture 
snaking across the ceiling (Untitled [HVAC Installment 1], 2016), and a new bell hung 
in the belfry arch (La Belle, 2016), only subtly alter the standard features of the national 
chain’s cookie-cutter template. Offering modifications that could be implemented at any 
number of interchangeable franchises, The Bell replicates the logic of its fast-food milieu 
while playing with its formal typologies.

Not every element of the project reinforces this modular, placeless quality, however. 
The converted front room (now a booth-less white-cube gallery) and the stuffed crow 
that provides a non sequitur in a back room (Heseeus, 2016) defy the building’s original 
program. More important, The Bell’s location requires most visitors to pass through a 
fascinating landscape (consisting of industrial complexes, levees, the strip clubs on 
Monsanto Avenue, and one of the only racially integrated neighborhoods on the Metro 
area’s nearby East Side). The individual works, however, do not locate the project within 
that landscape or articulate a relationship to its inhabitants—they are quietly intent on 
being nowhere in particular. The locality feels incidental, and the project’s site-specific 
structure feels in tension with its dominant tendency to abstract away from the particular. 

Whether this tension is cultivated or simply unresolved is an open question, but such 
considerations of the in-person experience may be beside the point. Remote and temporary, 
The Bell seems destined to make its primary impact at a distance—as architectural 
photos, headlines, and objects displayed in conventional galleries (some pieces have 
already been shown at Midway Contemporary Art in Minneapolis). Easily mistaken for a 
destination-art spectacle or even a social practice project, the evolving space feels most 
of all like a research station—a quasi-public studio where the artist is doing fieldwork with 
the door open.
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